SURVEYING, 30 NOV 13.

1. SURVEY ACCURACY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS, QUALITY CONTROL, AND USE OF SURVEYS MADE ON THE DATES INDICATED ABOVE AND CAN ONLY BE CONSIDERED AS INDICATING THE GENERAL CONDITIONS AT THAT TIME.

2. DEPTHS DEPICTED BY THIS SURVEY ARE REFERENCED TO MLLW, TIDAL REFERENCE BASE LOCATED AT "6384 K 2004" (PID: BBBBB27)

3. TIDE DATUM (KTD) MODEL. KTD FILE NAME IS: "SPC-FL-WEST-2010-12-07.KTD".

4. MEAN LOWER LOW WATER (MLLW) OF THE 1983-2001 TIDAL EPOCH.


7. THE SENTRY AND PERFORMING LOCATION, NAVIGATION (RTK) GPS AND REFERENCED TO MLLW UTILIZING A HYPACK KINEMATIC (RTK) GPS AND REFERENCED TO MLLW UTILIZING A HYPACK KINEMATIC

8. AFFIRMATION THE SURVEYED LOCATION, NAVIGATION (RTK) GPS AND REFERENCED TO MLLW UTILIZING A HYPACK KINEMATIC (RTK) GPS AND REFERENCED TO MLLW UTILIZING A HYPACK KINEMATIC

9. THE SENTRY AND PERFORMING LOCATION, NAVIGATION (RTK) GPS AND REFERENCED TO MLLW UTILIZING A HYPACK KINEMATIC (RTK) GPS AND REFERENCED TO MLLW UTILIZING A HYPACK KINEMATIC

10. THE INFORMATION DEPICTED ON THIS MAP REPRESENTS THE RESULTS OF SURVEY WORK COMPLETED FOR PLAN PREPARATION FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF WATERS, DEPTHS AT THE TIME OF THE SURVEY.

11. SURVEY ACCURACY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS, QUALITY CONTROL, AND USE OF SURVEYS MADE ON THE DATES INDICATED ABOVE AND CAN ONLY BE CONSIDERED AS INDICATING THE GENERAL CONDITIONS AT THAT TIME.